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accepts the brooch Angela intended for her but declines the financial assistance Gilbert extends, instead offering him help if he should need it. After Sissy's departure, Gilbert begins to read Angela's diary. He randomly picks up volumes from the beginning of their marriage and is pleased to see all the references to himself and his career. As he progresses through the volumes he notes that his name appears less frequently while the initials B. M. enter and occur more and more frequently. As he reads, he learns that B. M. comes from the lower classes, discussed politics with Angela, and visits her while she is alone. In the final volume Gilbert reads that B. M. requests some behavior from Angela which she is not willing to do. Near the end of the diary Angela writes, "He threatened that if I did not .... " but then the remainder of the page is crossed out. Gilbert assumes B. M. asked Angela to become his mistress. He remembers that Sissy's brother died unexpectedly only a few weeks before Angela's death and calls Sissy to confirm B. M.'s identity. The story ends then with Gilbert telling us that "he had received his legacy. She had told him the truth. She had stepped off the kerb to rejoin her lover. She had stepped off the kerb to escape from him."
The group of students who believed Gilbert had been wronged saw Angela as deceitful and adulterous and Gilbert as loyal and generous. In contrast, the students who sympathized with Angela viewed Gilbert as patronizing and self-centered. Furthermore, they were convinced that Angela was forced to find intimacy elsewhere. I would like not only to propose a third way of read-ing "The Legacy" but also to suggest that the multiple interpretations were intended and that they contribute to the overall meaning of the story.
A strong case was made by the students who believed that Gilbert was a good husband who was wronged by an adulterous wife. To begin with, the story is told from his perspective and as readers we have been conditioned to trust and like our narrators. One generally assumes the truth is being spoken unless evidence proves otherwise, and Gilbert simply tells us they were happy and had a sound marriage. Likewise, we know he was a good provider, often buying her small gifts, taking her out to dinner, and vacationing with her in Europe. He tells us that they rarely argued and that he was extremely proud to have her as his wife. We see his kindness when he offers money to Sissy and also learn that he allowed Angela to do some volunteer work outside of the home. In the early volumes of Angela's diary, we see that she is completely enamored of Gilbert, that she regrets that she cannot give him a son, and that she is more than happy to perform the duties of a politician's wife. Into this rosy picture comes B. M. who fills Angela's head with strange notions and apparently threatens suicide if she does not take him as her lover. Since B. M. and Angela kill themselves within two weeks of each other, Gilbert is left with the realization that his wife has betrayed him-or wanted to.
The second group of students were not as trusting of Gilbert's perceptions as the first group. They began to doubt his judgments by the second paragraph when Gilbert wonders how his wife could have foreseen her own accidental death; never does he suspect that the death may have been premeditated. In fact, he blames Angela's death on her lack of thought, noting that "if only she had stopped one moment, and had thought what she was doing, she would be alive now." As the story progresses, students noted that this attitude is not atypical for Gilbert; he consistently views his wife as intellectually inferior and childlike. While reminiscing about their trip to Venice, he notes that "she was still such a child" and that he enjoyed travelling with her because "she was so eager to learn." He remembers that she would say she was "so terribly ignorant," but he considers that "one of her charms." When he reads in her diary about her political discussions with B. M., he remarks, "If only she had discussed the matter with him, instead of puzzling her poor little head about questions that were much too difficult for her to understand!" And while Gilbert acknowledges her assistance to him with his career, he remarks that her day-to-day existence was only made up of "little trifles."
These students also noted that Gilbert is patronizing toward women in general. His attitudes toward Sissy Miller indicate that he does not view Angela simply as a particular case but that he perceives all women as inferior. With Sissy Miller, however, Gilbert also categorizes her according to her class. He says that "she was scarcely distinguishable from any other woman of her kind. There were thousands of Sissy Millersdrab little women in black carrying attache cases."
Along with perceiving women as helpmates to men and their intellectual inferiors, Gilbert sees them as sexual objects and adornments. After acknowledging that "he had always been very proud to be her husband," he admits that it is only because of Angela's beauty. He is merely proud of being able to say, "She is the loveliest woman here!" when they dine out. Further evidence of Gilbert's pompous attitudes toward women occurs when Sissy offers Gilbert help, "looking straight at him for the first time." Gilbert asks himself, "Could it be that during all those years when he had scarcely noticed her, she, as the novelists say, had entertained a passion for him?" The one time Sissy emerges in his perception from the "thousands... of drab little women" and approaches him as an individual and as an equal, he interprets her offer as a sexual advance, never permitting her outside of the female stereotype she occupies in his mind.
The students also pointed to indications that Gilbert is self-centered and materialistic. He confesses that "he could not help admitting that he was still, as the looking-glass showed him, a very distinguished man," and as the references to him in Angela's diary decrease, he admits that "his interest slackened." When he discovers that B. M. has been to dine while he was engaged elsewhere, he only remembers "his own speech" that night and not whether Angela acted differently or their rooms showed signs of a visit. Evidence of Gilbert's materialism is suggested by his belief that the brooch Angela leaves for Sissy is a "rather incongruous gift," a more appropriate one being "a sum of money or even the typewriter." Likewise, his idea of help for Sissy takes the form of financial assistance only.
Although students are unlikely to perceive this distinction, those familiar with Woolf's writings will note that Gilbert, far from being the kind husband he envisions himself to be, is rather And how small a part of a woman's life is that; and how little can a man know even of that when he observes it through the black or rosy spectacles which sex puts upon his nose. Hence, perhaps... the astonishing extremes of beauty and horror; her alternations between heavenly goodness and hellish depravity.
Gilbert's categories of dutiful wife and adulterous woman no longer suffice for us.
Fortunately, Angela is not without a voice in the story-she leaves behind a fifteen volume diary. For Woolf, however, the diary serves as more than just a way to bypass Gilbert's spectacles. The bare act of writing for Woolf was an act of disobedience. In "Thinking Back Through Our Mothers" Jane Marcus explains that Woolf felt that writing was a conspiracy against the state, an act of aggression against the powerful, the willful breaking of a treaty of silence the oppressed had made with their masters to ensure survival.... If language was the private property of the patriarchs, to "trespass" on it was an act of usurpation (p. 1).
From Gilbert we learn that Angela never allowed him to read her diary and that their only arguments occurred because of this refusal. Even at the beginning of their marriage then, when Angela was at her most dutiful, she kept a small part of her existence separate from him. And since Gilbert only first reads the diary six weeks after her death and very casually at that, one can infer that he was less interested in the content than in the fact that she did not devote herself entirely to him.
The content of Angela's diary depicts her growing dissatisfaction with the marriage. At first the volumes show her enjoyment and gratification with being Gilbert's wife. For example, she writes, "When Gilbert sat down the applause was terrific. The whole audience rose and sang: 'For he's ajolly good fellow.' I was quite overcome," and then observes, "How proud I am to be his wife!" Later volumes reflect the fact that Gilbert is becoming "more and more absorbed in his work" and that Angela is increasingly left alone. We learn that while she regrets'not being able to have a child, Gilbert never regrets it because "life had been so full, so rich" for him. Her loneliness and sense of usefulness reach the point at which she asks Gilbert for permission to do some volunteer work in a poor district of London. She is afraid to ask him the diary makes clear because "it seemed selfish to bother him with [her] own affairs," and Gilbert remembers that "she had told him that she felt so idle, so useless. She wished to have some work of her own." Angela's references to B. M. occur after she begins her volunteer work. We learn that at first she has an adversarial relationship with him. The third interpretation of "The Legacy" is more a variation of the second than a completely different reading. Students who grew to mistrust Gilbert and ultimately sympathized with Angela believed Gilbert received his comeuppance at the end by realizing what had actually been going on. The few critics who have written about "The Legacy" also hold this view. Robert Kiely writes, "The crux of the tale is the husband's realization that his wife-the one person he supposedly knows through and through, a woman he thinks belongs to him-is capable of a life. . . that he cannot share" (Kiely, p. 88). Jean Guiguet writes that "The Legacy" begins as a "riddle" and ends with a "solution," crediting this particular story with "more firmness and clarity of outline" (Guiguet, p. 341) than any of Woolf's other short stories. Rudolf Villgradter believes that Woolf uses the notions of illusion and reality to structure "The Legacy," arguing that illusion is eventually stripped away, thereby exposing reality at the end of the story (Villgradter, p. 288). Even Selma Meyerowitz believes Gilbert arrives at a "final understanding of the illusions he maintained about his wife and his marriage" (Meyerowitz, p. 246).
I would like to suggest that Gilbert's realization at the end is a mock realization, and that instead of bringing the story to closure, it points out how little we really know. Throughout the story, we have seen Gilbert repeatedly stereotype others
